
Memo to:  Canmore Town Council and Administration 

From:  Sue Omstead 

Re: Bylaw 2021-05 Three Sisters Village Area Structure Plan and Bylaw 2021-06 Smith Creek Area 

Structure Plan 

March 17, 2021 

Having listened to all of the public hearing, I am summarizing below my suggestions regarding next steps 

as you consider these ASPs.   

If you decide not to reject the ASPs immediately: 

• Generate a What We Heard report summarizing key analysis and recommendations presented 

in the verbal and written submissions for the public hearing. We all now recognize the lack of 

consultation with the Stoney Nakoda nation. We also all recognize the depth of local expertise 

relevant to all aspects of these development plans; I suggest the Town should take up to the 2 

years allowed by the Municipal Government Act to incorporate the analysis and 

recommendations into suggested amendments to the ASPs and to use all of this expertise, 

including meaningful consultation with the Stoney Nakoda, so that the next iteration of plans for 

the Three Sisters lands is consistent with our Municipal Development Plan and offers more 

certainty that the benefits for our community outweigh the costs. 

• Direct Town’s financial department to do a municipal financial impact assessment of each ASP, 

including a sensitivity analysis for various best and worst case scenarios 

• Direct Town’s financial department to do a specific affordable housing assessment of each ASP, 

identifying the number of guaranteed affordable housing units and whether they are 

perpetually affordable or available to shift to market housing  

• Direct Town’s transportation department to do a traffic impact assessment of each ASP, 

including an assessment of required new infrastructure (bridges, roads/widening/roundabouts) 

timing and costs throughout the project 

• Direct Town’s emergency services  department to do a wildfire evacuation assessment of each 

ASP, based on various population levels in TSMV 

SMITH CREEK ASP 

Reject Smith Creek ASP 

If not, following are suggested limitations to Smith Creek ASP:  

• No expansion of Urban Growth Boundary will be considered 

• No rezoning of Conservation of Wildlands will be considered 

THREE SISTERS VILLAGE ASP 

Reject Three Sisters Village ASP 

If not, following are some suggested amendments (not all-inclusive) to Village ASP: 



• Go back to original footprint of currently approved Resort Centre ASP, including no building on 

the unfinished golf course 

• No wildlife fence  

• Go back to original commercial-focused nature of currently approved Resort Centre ASP, 

including phasing of commercial units before residential 

BOTH ASPs: 

Require (with penalties for non-compliance) that enough commercial is built to move the Town-wide tax 

assessment base significantly toward its 33%/66% requirements per the MDP before any residential is 

approved. 

Require a clear incremental approach to approvals so that effects can be analyzed and plans can be 

adjusted, if necessary, if the desired outcomes are not being achieved, particularly wildlife impact, 

affordable housing and municipal fiscal impact. 

Review Karsten Hauer’s maps of pinchpoints created by these ASPs and require that the actual 

development plan does not create these pinchpoints. If approvals are being considered that require the 

building of the suggested 2nd wildlife underpass, no building should be allowed in that area until 

sufficient time has passed after new underpass is built to allow wildlife time to learn to use the new 

underpass. 

Eliminate the density bonusing toolkits since they are contrary to the Town’s climate action plan and will 

not guarantee perpetually affordable housing. 

Ensure overall units/population approved are LESS than the limits identified in the NRCB report. 

Revisit a plan for the Town to purchase some of the land from TSMV to ensure certain community 

benefits are realized including providing land for guaranteed perpetual affordable housing and adding 

land for optimal wildlife movement/habitat and conservation. 

 

 

 

 

 


